Sharon Kleyne Discovers World Water Day Harmonious Rhythm Of Cosmos


GRANTS PASS, Ore. (PRWEB) March 22, 2019 -- International Water Day is March 22nd and Water Life Science® lifestyle leader and dry eye expert Sharon Kleyne has declared a celebration of rediscovering the algorithm harmony in the water breath of life in the cosmos. For centuries, people around the globe have practiced Tai Chi, Qigong and Yoga to harmonize the breath of life with the algorithm rhythmical breathing of the universe and planet earth.

“The universe functions well because it has a natural rhythm, a breath of life,” says Dry Eye Solution® creator Kleyne. “Earth has a natural rhythm, too, that is in harmony with the rhythm of the universe. That’s why it’s important for humans to control emotions and maintain harmony with the planet and the universe.” Water Life Science® researcher Kleyne teaches that when human emotions spiral out of control, people lose their rhythm and that contributes to the planet falling out of rhythm with the universe. This in turn leads to excessive body water evaporation and a spike in maladies such as dry eye, melanoma, cataracts and blindness, among many others.

The rhythm of humans and planet earth even affects climate change, or rather our attitudes about it. “Climate change is natural,” says Water Life Science® and dry eye researcher Kleyne, “and has been going on as long as the universe has been in existence. It will go on to the end of time.” Kleyne asserts that when people become too emotional, they misinterpret climate science and misunderstand the natural inevitability of climate change.

Water Life Science® explorer Kleyne argues that people would be wiser to discover and maintain healthy rhythm with less emotion. This healthier rhythm is at the heart of her Water Life Science® lifestyle, which promotes unemotional balanced rhythm and an emphasis on understanding water as the core ingredient of life. “We need to be much better educated about water as the breath and secret of all life,” says Dry Eye Solution® pioneer Kleyne. “Without pure water there would be no atmosphere to breathe, no lakes, rivers, creeks, ponds or waterfalls to gaze at and navigate, no reservoirs, no aquifers, no oceans.”

Without pure water, there would also be an overwhelming epidemic of dry eye disease. Fortunately, Water Life Science® educator Kleyne has an answer. Her Nature’s Tears® EyeMist is the only Dry Eye Solution® on the planet that includes 100 percent Trade Secret tissue culture grade water for dry eye with no chemicals or additives. Nature’s Tears® EyeMist® embodies and symbolizes the rhythm of the universe, the rhythm of a balanced earth.

“Another great way to celebrate International Water Day would be to supplement and replenish your dry eyes with Nature’s Tears® EyeMist®,” says Water Life Science® visionary Kleyne. Water Life Science® lifestyle® crusader Kleyne, also host of the internationally syndicated talk radio weekly program The Sharon Kleyne Hour Water Life Science®/Nature’s Pharma®, The Power of Water® & Your Health sponsored by Nature’s Tears® EyeMist® on VoiceAmerica produced by Rose Hong, founder/director of Global Dragon TV in Washington, D.C., shares that Nature’s Tears® EyeMist® is available at Amazon.com or Walgreens.

Kleyne has also created an educational animated film, Dry Eye Animation of the Tear Film (
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0gOr8TB45U) that demonstrates an effective Dry Eye Solution® in harmony with the rhythm of earth and the universe…and just in time for International Water Day!
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